**Event Name:** Kerala Quiz Competition

**Venue:** Government Polytechnic Rohru, Distt. Shimla H.P.

**Date:** 04.03.2020

**State Pair:** Himachal Pradesh – Kerala

**Brief About the Event:** Kerala General Knowledge Quiz competition was held for Students of Civil Engineering, Electronics and Communication Engineering and Pharmacy Diploma Students with the objective of learning more about Kerala State.

**Report of the Event:**

Awareness among Students about the objective behind the Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat was explained based on the message of Honorable Prime Minister Sh. Narinder Modi ji as propounded by him that the cultural diversity is a joy that ought to be celebrated through mutual interaction and reciprocity between people of different States and UTs, So that common spirit of understanding resonates throughout the country. Various States and UTs are paired together so they can learn and understand the culture, languages, foods, songs and dances of the other state and rejoice themselves while learning. Since Himachal Pradesh is paired with Kerala State under Ek Bharat Shreshtha Bharat program, Kerala General Knowledge Quiz competition was held for Students of Civil Engineering, Electronics and Communication Engineering and Pharmacy Diploma Students with the objective of learning more about Kerala state. Prizes are awarded to top ten performers of each trade. So that more Students are encouraged to participate enthusiastically in this event. Principal of this Institution finally distributed prizes to all Winners.
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